
Employee Value Assessment

Your true value as an employee is no longer just about your technical skills or your performance. Your 
value as an employee is not dependent on larger economic conditions—good or bad. It is based 
on the value that you bring to your organization, the market value of your work, and the return on 
investment that you deliver, both economically and behaviorally, now and into the future. Nearly all 
of these factors are within your control. You must get clear about the value you truly bring to your 
organization, using the Employee Value Equation will help set a foundation for growth.
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How to Rate Your Current Performance

The simplest way to evaluate your current performance is to answer the question, “How am I doing 
today?” Rate yourself on whether or not you are delivering the results you have promised and the 
results the organization needs. Remember performance ratings do not rate your effort or dedication; 
they rate your actual results.

Assess each statement on a scale of 1-5 based on the description below.
1 = Not meeting expectations
2 = Sometimes meeting expectations
3 = Fully meeting expectations
4 = Exceeding expectations
5 = Far exceeding expectations

1. I am consistent in my attendance.

2. The way I work creates positive results.

3. I improve each year to keep up with changing expectations.

4. As I make improvements, as a matter of course, I do not expect more in return.

5. I consistently give credit and recognize my fellow team members and co-workers

6. I spend the majority of my time at work with top performers
.
7. I continuously broaden my job description on my own initiative.

8. I set goals beyond those set for me by my supervisor.

9. I recently asked for feedback on my performance from others.

10. I consistently ask “how can I help” and invest my time in others.

Now add the numbers you gave yourself for all 10 statements. 
Take that sum and divide by 10. Round to the nearest whole number. 

The answer is your Current Performance total.    Capture it here ________
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How to Rate Your Future Potential

To get a sense of your potential, ask yourself, “Am I ready for what’s next?” Are you keeping 
yourself up to date, are you growing and developing in direct proportion to the needs of your 
markets, your industry, and your customers? Are you staying relevant so that you can guarantee 
that you can perform in your position far into the future?

Assess each statement on a scale of 1-5 based on the description below.
1 = Never
2 = Rarely
3 = Sometimes
4 = Often
5 = Always

1. I learn as much as I can about changes affecting me.

2. I take the initiative to make things happen rather than just let things happen as they will.

3. I learn quickly and move on from my mistakes.

4. I readily adopt new technology, processes or coaching that will help me do my job better.

5. I understand the impact my behavior positively and negatively has on others.

6. I constantly work to improve even when my boss does not identify a developmental need.

7. I can identify specific things I could have done differently to change the outcome of issues 
    over the last 90 days.

8. I mentor others.

9. I participated in a development experience that was not arranged by my organization in the 
    past year.

10. I invest time and effort in learning about other parts of the organization.

Now add the numbers you gave yourself for all 10 statements. 
Take that sum and divide by 10. Round to the nearest whole number. 

The answer is your Future Potential total.    Capture it here ________
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How to Rate Your Behavioral Expensiveness

We are defined by our actions and judged by our reactions. The most crucial factor in the equation 
is behavioral expensiveness – Behavioral Expensiveness in the workplace is not neutral, in fact it 
actually has a multiplier of 3x. Why? Because behavioral actions/reactions takes something away 
from everyone on the team and decreases morale. Behavioral Expensiveness determines whether an 
employee’s Performance and Potential adds anything meaningful to the bottom line. 

Assess each statement on a scale of 1-5 based on the description below.
1 = Never
2 = Rarely
3 = Sometimes
4 = Often
5 = Always

1. I readily share my opinions regarding others’ decisions and behaviors.

2. I need praise from others to be happy with my work.

3. At times I become defensive or dismissive when others provide me with feedback.

4. Under pressure or extenuating circumstances, I can become one or more of the following; 
directive, dogmatic, defensive, blunt.

5. The way I feel comes through loud and clear to my coworkers.

6. I spend as much time talking about my colleagues as talking to them.

7. I have good and bad days at work.

8. I only support initiatives I have input on.

9. When I get angry at work, I express it indirectly to others.

10. I share my personal or family problems at work.

Now add the numbers you gave yourself for all 10 statements. 
Take that sum and divide by 10. Round to the nearest whole number. 

The answer is your Behavioral Expensiveness total.   Capture it here ________

Total Employee Value
Total Employee Value Employee Value = Current Performance + Future – (3x) Behavioral Expensiveness

Current Performance __________ + Potential __________ - (3) Behavioral Expensiveness ___________ 

= Employee Value ____________


